
C O N S T R U C T I O N  M A N U A L

1.    Principles
floating | modular | lowtech | multipurpose | open-source

2.    Application Areas
inland water bodies: rivers, lakes, canals, floodlands
mobile or static (anchored) implementations

3.    Float-Components
floaters > plastic bottles | wood | foams | PE containers | others

platforms > Open-Island 1.0 : framefloat | Open-Island 2.0 : hexafloat

designs > stage | garden | house | biotope | greenhouse | energy-island

applications > technical components | use-cases | business models 

4.    Float-Functions
shelter 
logistics
food production 
water cleaning
nature restoration
education 
culture 
wellness
leisure

5.    Open-Islands
The combination of at least 3 floats forms an individual Open-Island

Shelter
floating homes and rescue islands...

Logistics
DIY-infrastructure for flooded areas...

Food production
Aquaponics, FlowFood, Greenhouses...

Energy
Harvest wind, waves und sun on water...

Water treatment
Organic sewage plants and litter traps...

Flow-Jobs
business concepts on/with floats...

BioFloats
artificial biospheres on or under water...

Arts & Culture
floating installations or island art concepts...

Community-building
use the platform or process to meet with others...

Floating classrooms
methods, events and structures to learn aboard...

Aqua-Homes
luxury residences to sustainable city-planning...

Leisure Floats
water is life - sports, wellness, meditation, fun...

     according to the global SDG´s
    (Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations)

HexaFloat



1.    Principles
Our area of interest and innovation are floating solutions 

to raise resilience in flood-affected areas worldwide.

„the demand for floating islands raises with the sea-levels.“

Open-Island is not an organisation but an open and collaborative 

project to develop, implement and share floating islands.

The island concept is a modular platform of connected floats.

We try to keep the construction simple and lowtech.

The multipurpose floats can serve for many fuctions.

All knowledge and manuals shall be shared open-source to 

let more people develop and benefit

2.    Application Areas
Of course we can imagine large floating islands on open waters 

and for sure will see them in the future. But that´s not our field.

Open-Island focusses on inland water bodies, as this is where 

people live and need to adopt the changing conditions and rising waters.

Open-Islands can best be installed on lakes, rivers, canals or floodland
as mobile installations or anchored for static purposes.

Other relevant frame conditions for your floating island and what you can use it for 
are the specific > climate zones and the > population density around your water body.

rivers lakes coastlines canals, harbours marshlandfloodlands



3.    Float-Components
Open-Islands consist of combined floating modules: the floats. 
Each module floats by itself and is easy to handle. The modular 
construction principle enables the organic and appropriate
expansion of the island directly on the waterbody.
The combination of at least 3 floats forms an Open-Island.

Each float can be divided into these elements:

3.1 The floaters 
We´ve worked with several different floaters so far, which all have their pros and cons. 
> plastic bottles | wood | foams | PE containers | others
For the Open-Iland 1.0 prototype in 2014, we used plastic bottles, collected at Indian beaches. 
In combination with pallets, we had our first basic modules, which we then tied into a 
rectangular grid of bamboo poles.
For the Open-Island 1.1 + 1.2 iterations we first packed the plastic bottles in fishing nets, 
later stuffed them into industrial bigbags, which thereby become great float-cushions.
These float-cushions also became our first floaters for the Open-Island 2.0 redesign, which
introduced the new hexagonal platform shape in 2018. (see platform section)

Further floater iterations included industrial PE-drums, commonly used for transportation 
and storage of liquids worldwide. Finally we discoverd assorted waste containers (PE)
as the most functional, robust and cheap floater solution - still easy to get and to handle but 
with an enourmous buoyancy and good to combine with different platform designs and materials.

In this tutorial, we´ll focus on this readymade lowtech floater. (see the floater-tab for the alternatives)

Most municipalities use polyethylene (PE) containers for their waste disposal collection and 
transports. These containers are UV-resistant and waterproof, Although they have a long life-cycle, 
you´ll probably get old containers for litle money of for free for a good cause.
The most common sizes range from 120 l to 1100 l, 
which is the equivalent to their buoyancy uplift.

For the hexagonal Open-Island floater
you´ll need six 1100 liter containers, 
which will provide appr. 5 tons uplift 
for your island module!

> First, remove the heavy-duty rollers (if there ar any). Normally, you just need a regular screw spanner.
> With a screwdriver, you then remove all attached elements like the container lid, handles and flaps.
> Depending on your planned design, you will want to have an even top of the container. In our case, we had
to remove the rounded top parts with an angle grinder (you can also use a wood saw to cut PE).

Now you will realize, that these containers normally have several drain and drill holes...

With a little help from the container manufacturing companies and a university, we figured out, 
how to easily close these holes permanently.

The synthetic material welding practice is based on temperature, pressure and time.
Professionally, plastic welding can be practised in dustfree, tempered workshops, using identical
material components, that are carefully cleaned and degreased before heating them up with specific 
tools until their melting point while compressing the components together.

We finally used an regular electric iron and an hot air gun outdoors, which did the job as well. 
For the filling material, we just cutted out small fitting pieces of the container itself and combined 
it with a melted paste of selfmade PE-sawdust.
You will find out the right temperature and DIY welding technique to close the holes - and will want 
to check before floating, if your floats are watertight. Just fill the containers with water and see, 
if the water comes out.

3.2 the platforms 
With a number of separate floaters, you can assemble the basic floating platform to build on.
From the traditional boat building techniques, the catamaran principle fits best for an upcycling raft.
But as we don´t prioritize mobility for the floating islands, we came up with a modular system, 
which can be extended limitless on the water or reassembled in the specific assembly.
> Open-Island 1.0 : framefloat - Originally, the pallett-floaters were tied into a frame grid 
made of bamboo poles or other similar items/materials. To expand the island, we just enlarged 
the grid and added more floaters.
> Open-Island 2.0 : hexafloat - The advantage ofthe improved hexagonal system is, that we could 
resign the frame grid, as hexagons always connect with line segments, while rectangles have 
weak punctual connections at their corners. Also, each float now has 18 square meters of static
space, which is enough to build static constructions on top (or below). Still, each float is easy
to handle, can be mounted on the water and the combined modules keep their flexibility to 
absorb the wave power.

For the hexafloat, we have developed and tested a wooden as well as a steel version, both for 
the combination with float-cushions or container-floaters. 

Let´s start with the > wooden hexafloat

Partlist:
- Construction wood 6 x 10 cm  12 beams with 270 cm length
            6 beams with 64 cm length
- Metal plates and connectors 12 plates for the outer edges
            6 plates for the inner connections
            6 metal stripes for the center
- Connecting material    67 carriage bolts 8mm, length 10 cm, 
          36 wood screws to mount the containers

For the > metal hexafloat we used stainless steel, although you can also use mild steel, if it is 
galvanized or painted with anti-corrosive paint.
There is no need to weld, as the platform can also be mounted with screws only, which makes it 
removable and transportable

3.2 specific designs 
With such a stable floating platform, you can design  your float as a
stage | garden | house | biotope | greenhouse | energy-island or something else.

Depending on the function, you´ll have a different floor and floater assembly.
Here you can see some idea sketches (based on another float system with tires)

4. application

3. design 

2. platform

1. floaters
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Partlist (see the attached production sheets)

- Stainless steel: 12 T-bars with 270 cm length
        6 bars with 64 cm length
- Metal plates:   12 plates for the outer edges
       6 plates for the inner connections
       1 metal plate for the center
- Connecting material:
       67 carriage bolts 8mm, 10 cm, 
       36 carriage bolts for containers
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4.    Float-Functions
shelter 
logistics
food production 
water cleaning
nature restoration
education 
culture 
wellness
leisure

5.    Open-Islands
The combination of at least 3 floats forms an Open-Island

6.    Floating Futures
From Competition to Collaboration

radically open

Shelter
floating homes and rescue islands...

Logistics
DIY-infrastructure for flooded areas...

Food production
Aquaponics, FlowFood, Greenhouses...

Energy
Harvest wind, waves und sun on water...

Water treatment
Organic sewage plants and litter traps...

Flow-Jobs
business concepts on/with floats...

BioFloats
artificial biospheres on or under water...

Arts & Culture
floating installations or island art concepts...

Community-building
use the platform or process to meet with others...

Floating classrooms
methods, events and structures to learn aboard...

Aqua-Homes
luxury residences to sustainable city-planning...

Leisure Floats
water is life - sports, wellness, meditation, fun...

     according to the global SDG´s
    (Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations)


